Where Value Meets Luxury
Big Country has a reputation of designs that inspire, construction that endures and value that is always affordable. With a complete lineup of Full-Time RVing fifth wheels and exclusive floor plans, ranging from 36’ to 42’, there is sure to be a model ideally suited for your family.

In these pages, one thing will become very clear. Big Country is capable of fulfilling every need while delivering more of what you want than any other fifth wheel in its class. With incomparable standard features and appointments throughout, Big Country will lead the way in innovation, quality and value!

Whether it’s a quick getaway or a long journey, Heartland Luxury model RVs are designed for full time comfort and backed for full time living. This piece of mind ensures you experience the RV lifestyle to its fullest.

Heartland fifth wheels are subjected to extreme temperatures to test the Weather Guard construction. A third party puts our trailers in ZERO degree temperatures, then turns up the heat to 100 degrees. These tests showed that Big Country’s superior roof design, 2” laminated walls, 3” laminated flooring and the enclosed and heated underbelly keep all areas of the coach comfortable even when external conditions are extreme. Not every adventure will take you through freezing or scorching temperatures, but with a Big Country, you’re assured to be comfortable wherever you go.
BIG COUNTRY ROLLS ON G-RATED TIRES

G-Rated tires for increased load capacity, superior performance and dependability.

Our industry leading suspension includes four shocks, 7000# Dexter Axles and Mor/Ryde CRE3000 equalizer to provide a smooth ride with less sway and vibrations.

Power theater seats offer convenient controls for the operation of the foot rest, heated seat, massage feature and LED lighted cup holders.

The chef inspired kitchen area includes a 2cu ft. oven with easy ignition, 3 burner cook top and 30” convection microwave.

The artistic beam ceiling option with modern LED lighting throughout, crown moulding and beautiful wood cabinetry present a luxurious residential feel.

Motorized 50amp power cord reel
Each Big Country is built with detail in design and engineering along with well-appointed amenities. The Big Country is a perfect balance of luxury and practicality featuring glazed hardwood cabinetry and fascia, artistic beam ceiling and a full complement of features throughout.
The kitchen comes standard with the chef collection 3 burner cook-top, 2 cu. ft. oven and 30” convection microwave.

A 55” LED TV and DVD/CD entertainment system gives you theater-style entertainment.

In the bathroom, you will find a deluxe one-piece 48” fiberglass shower with an integrated seat and pull away shower head.
1. Laminated Sidewall
High gloss laminated fiberglass sidewall with double layer wallboard
Multi-lay with block foam insulation
R11 insulation
Deluxe power exterior awning with led light
Drip rail with down spouts

2. Roof Construction
5” Welded aluminum frame
R40 insulation
One-piece walkable EPDM rubber roof
Radius metal roof cap

3. Laminated Floor Construction
Durable 2½” aluminum framing
Multi-layer with block foam insulation
Seamless deck floor
Main floor R38 - upper deck R14

4. 30,000 BTU Whisper Quiet dual ducted A/C system
5. 12” I-Beam frame
6. G14 Rated tires with aluminum rims
7. Painted fiberglass cap
8. Insulated slam style cargo doors with magnetic hold backs
9. Tight Turn technology

Pictured with Havana Decor.  Pictured with Dresden Decor.
GENERAL EQUIPMENT:

Frame
12” I-beam drop frame with powder coated rust prohibitive coating

Tires / Axles/ Suspension
G14-rated 16” tires with aluminum rims and leaf springs
Mor/Ryde CRE 3000 suspension
Four shocks at each tire
2” X 12” Nev-R-Adjust brakes by Dexter
7,000 Lb. Dexter axles with easy lube hubs

Underbelly
Seamless Corrugated material
Heated and Enclosed Underbelly
Flex foil Insulation (R-14)

Interior/ Kitchen
Stained hardwood cabinetry and fascia
All cabinet fronts are pre-drilled and screwed together – no staples.
Solid surface counter tops
Deep stainless steel kitchen sink
Chef 3 burner gas cook top
2 cu. ft. oven with easy ignition
30” Convection microwave
LED lighting throughout

Living Room
MCD night shades throughout
Ceiling fan
Tri-fold sleeping sofa
High-output entertainment system with DVD/ Bluetooth and HDMI

Bedroom
Bedroom slide out with under bed storage
King size bed
Walk-in wardrobe closet
Stackable washer dryer closet
6’ 4” Bedroom ceiling height
Reading lights over the bed

Bath Area
Porcelain commode with foot flush
Roof vent
Heater and A/C duct
Large medicine cabinet
6’ 4” Bath ceiling height
1-Piece fiberglass shower (mega/min, mega where available)
Luxury glass shower surround

Plumbing
Color coded plumb-plex water lines with 10/25 year warranty
Quick and easy winterrization system

Tank Size
75 Gallon fresh water system tank
90 Gallon grey tank
45 Gallon black tank
(2) 30LP bottles

Power
80 AMP/12V DC Power converter
50 AMP Detachable marine power cord
110V Exterior electrical receptacles
Battery disconnect

HVAC
42,000 BTU Furnace
Seamless one piece below floor heat duct
30X BTU Whisper Quiet A/C system

Other Interior standards
Hydraulic operating system with manual override for slide room
Multi-seal slide room with one piece weather-proof floor pan
All-in-one master control panel with tank monitors, slide and light switches

Exterior Features
6-Point hydraulic level-up – auto level system
Large exterior storage fully lined with entertainment prep.
Insulated slam style cargo doors with magnetic hold backs.
Exterior speakers
Light at entry step
Extended hitch pin
Large entry assist grab handle
Rear ladder

Universal Docking Center - All system hook-ups in one convenient and concealed compartment.
Black tank flush system
City water hook up with high pressure fresh tank fill
Exterior shower with hot & cold water
Satellite and antenna connections
All tanks pull handles
Water filter
Winterization valves

Largest Exterior Storage in its Class
Over 145 cubic feet of storage
Rubber flooring with 3 D-type tie-down rings
Large insulated slam baggage doors
Unobstructed pass through design
12V lights
1 Cable connection / 110V outlet

Safety Features
Smoke detectors
Fire extinguisher
LP gas & CO2 detector inside unit
Break away switch
All safety glass windows
120V GFI protected outlets
Fire escape windows

Options: Exterior
Slide toppers – awnings
Dual pane frameless windows
50AMP Automatic power cord reel
Mor/Ryde hitch
Generator prep
5.5L Onan generator (Prep required)
Yeti Extreme weather package

Options: Interior
32” Bedroom TV
Dyson vacuum
Queen bed IPO of king
Three speed, temperature control fan in bathroom with rain sensor
Artistic beam ceiling
Heat pump options (Ask dealer for details)

BIG COUNTRY PACKAGES

ELITE PACKAGE
4000 High gloss sidewalls
Painted gel coat front cap
Full body graphics package
Frameless, dark- tinted windows
G Rated tires
E-Z lube dexter axles
Nev-R-Adjust brake package
Mor/Ryde 3000 suspension system with shocks
6-Pt hydraulic Level-Up systems
Hydraulic slide selector switches
50 Amp service
Battery disconnect
Universal docking station with black tank flush and exterior shower
Heated and enclosed underbelly
Drop frame storage
Slam baggage style doors
LED stop/turn/trail lights
Pre-wired for Wingard Trav’ler satellite system
Spare tire & carrier
Back up camera prep
Solar prep
Quad-tread aluminum entry steps

INDEPENDENCE PACKAGE
Solid stained hardwood interior cabinets with hidden hinges
Hardwood slide fascia
Dinette table with four chairs
Solid surface counter tops
Pull out drawers with full extension glides and solid wood bottoms
80/20 Stainless style kitchen sinks with residential faucet
Stainless steel gas oven & three burner cook top
30” Convection microwave
18 cu. ft. stainless steel gas/electric refrigerator
Electric fireplace
30K BTU Whisper Quiet A/C system
10 Gal. quick recovery DSI 110/12v water heater
Fantastic fan wireing sensor and wall mounted controls
Washer/dryer prep
Solid single piece fiberglass shower w/glass enclosure
Cold crack resistant flooring
Large LED TV
Tri-fold sleeper sofa
Power theater style seats with heat and massage
MCD night roller shades
LED interior lighting
King bed

Higher Standards, Better Options
Universal Docking Center - All of your connections in a convenient secure location.

Sturdy construction with ball bearing slides ensure trouble free smooth operation.

Hidden Hinges

R38 Laminated floor system - Industries lightest and strongest. The 3” thick laminated floor provides maximum strength and insulation.

Generator - Enables you to camp anywhere without the restriction of an electric hook-up.

Tight Turn Technology - By designing the frame to properly integrate with the front cap the Big Country models allow for short-bed extended cap trucks to maneuver in and out of tight spaces.
HEARTLAND ADVANTAGE

6 POINT LEVEL UP SYSTEM

King Jack HD Antenna

Full 6-Point Leveling
- Front-to-rear and side-to-side leveling
- One power source
- Backup system in case of electrical failure
- Lightweight aluminum jacks
- Fully automatic leveling controls

Solar Prep and Front Landing Gear Switch

Back-up Camera Prep and Rugged Rear TPO Trim

SEASONAL CONSTRUCTION:
- Heated & Enclosed Underbelly
- Laminated & Insulated Main Floor
- Laminated Bedroom/Bathroom floor
- Laminated Sidewalls
- Insulated Slide Room

SEASONAL RVING

Additional Equipment may be Required for Certain Climate Conditions

Drop Frame Underbelly Storage

Double Zone Climate Control - Dual setup with innovative duct design allows for single AC to cool the entire living area or use both simultaneously for quick maximum cooling.

Where you purchase your recreational vehicle is ultimately your decision but Heartland urges you to consider buying at your local dealer. Dealers are part of your community, providing jobs and contributing to your local economy. These dealers are under obligation to provide warranty service for products they sell, but are not legally required to service products purchased from other dealers. At some point, you may need to return to the dealer you buy from - why not stay close to home? After all, home is where your Heartland is!

BENEFITS OF PURCHASING YOUR RV LOCALLY:

• You enjoy valuable relationship building with Dealer Representatives, close to your home, who will explain the features and benefits of the product.

• You receive a full product orientation prior to delivery, which includes hands-on directions for many of the coach’s systems and functions. You are also introduced to the Dealership’s Service/Parts/Warranty personnel who are at the ready to help you with any issues you may encounter, now and in the future.

• You enjoy customer PRIORITY. Dealerships generally service their purchasing customers first – others may experience long delays and miss opportunities to use their RV. What is it worth for you to have a dealership’s full attention and motivation to satisfy you when you need service – in a timely manner?

• Valuable TAX dollars and jobs stay in YOUR community which pays for your roads, schools, police and fire departments.

DON’T UNDERESTIMATE CUSTOMER SERVICE AND PERSONAL CARE!

For Canadian Residents: If you purchase an RV out-of-country, there are additional fees, taxes and inspections that must be met before bringing your product home. Your local Canadian dealers are experts in these provisions.